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Products for Healthier Communities

EWSF13026KWSC

Health Smart Solutions

From health care facilities to schools and everything in between — Elkay® has a large selection of products
that help you contribute to a safer world. You’ll find scrubs, hand wash sinks and touchless bottle filling 
stations with lead-reducing filters. Here’s a look at just some of our innovative products.



Scrub and Hand Wash Sinks  

Recommended products:
 

Hands-free Faucets

 
 

Recommended products:
 

ezH2O® Bottle Filling Stations

Recommended products:

 

Hands-free Water Coolers

Recommended products:

 
Completely Hands Free*

 
 

Elkay Is Here for You Today,
Tomorrow and Forever. 

View our complete portfolio at 
elkay.com/health-smart.

(6/20) F-5350

EWSF260206KWSC | EWSF26026SACC | CHSP1716C | CHS1716SACC

LKB722C | LKB721C | LKB738C | LKB737C | LKB736C

EZWSM8K | EZWSSM | EZWS8SX* (custom-made)
EZSTL8WSCX* (custom-made)

EZO8L | EZSTL8CX* (custom-made) | ENOBM8K | EROM8K

Our extensive sink portfolio includes a variety of knee operated
scrub sinks and foot valve hand wash sinks.
Scrubs and hand wash sinks are ideal for hospitals and medical
centers, as well as public spaces such as sports and fitness facilities
where hygiene is top of mind.

With sensor-activated options, our commercial faucets help keep
scrub and handwashing stations sanitary.

Elkay ezH2O® bottle filling stations feature handsfree sensor
activation providing users with a sanitary, touchless bottle filling
experience. It’s healthier for you and the environment.

Elkay’s sensor-activated, hands-free water coolers and drinking
fountains provide cleaner, healthier hydration.
Flexi-Guard® Safety Bubblers provide a flexible antimicrobial
mouth guard to protect against injury and microorganisms.

Custom units feature no-touch, sanitary, sensor-activated bottle filling 
stations and water coolers in a variety of styles and configurations.

Filtration

Recommended product:
WSP35000

The WaterSentry® Pure™ Filtration System, Model WSP35000, has
a combined technology of carbon block and filter membrane for an 
ultrafiltration process that reduces particles and microorganisms
of up to .2 microns by mechanical means. It also effectively reduces 
odor, taste and chlorine. Its quick-change technology allows for easy 
replacement and prevents its external components from exposure
to contamination by contact.
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